PRACTICAL GUIDE

Getting around the city

The easiest ways to get around Vilnius:

- **Public transport** (bus, trolleybus). All the available options to get around the city can be found on the public transport app **Trafí**, which includes e-tickets, maps, planning itineraries, buses and trolleybuses routes, etc. It is possible to buy tickets from the driver; however, we recommend buying an electronic public transport card – “Vilniečio kortelė (Vilnius Resident Card)”. You can buy it in many places distribution places.

- **Ride-sharing**: BOLT or eTAKSI apps.

The trip from Vilnius city centre to VILNIUS TECH takes ~30 min by public transport.

Venue

The main meeting venue is VILNIUS TECH **Saulėtekio al. 11, Central Building (Lith. „Centriniai rūmai“)**.

International Relations Office is located in the Central building, rooms C12, 205 and 805.

Accomodation

We recomend few hotels for the participants:

**Ibis Vilnius Centre** (Rinktines g. 18, Šnipiškės, LT-9322 Vilnius) Special price is valid till 7th of April booking the hotel via this email: HA1J1-RE@accor.com or HA1J1-FO3@accor.com (single 65 Eur, double 68 Eur)

**Courtyard by Marriott Vilnius City Center** (Rinktines g. 3, Šnipiškės, LT-9234 Vilnius) Special rate is valid till 7th of April booking via this link

**Novotel Vilnius Centre** (Gedimino prospektas 16, Senamiestis, LT-01103 Vilnius, Lietuva) Special price is valid till 7th of April booking the hotel via this email H5209-RE1@accor.com or H5209-RE@acco.com (single 85 Eur, double 100 Eur)
Weather

The average temperature in May is around 10°C. The weather forecast could be checked here. Warm and waterproof clothing is recommended.

Prerequisites

If possible, we would like to ask you to bring a laptop. It will be needed for the groupwork.

Other useful information:

Vilnius Tourist info
Vilnius events

The general emergency call number in Lithuania is 112.

In Lithuania, local time is the Eastern European Time (EET) zone at GMT+2hrs (CET+1hrs).

We are looking forward to meeting you in Vilnius!